HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK - PRESCHOOL (B)

● MY SUMMER SNAPSHOTS
-

During the summer wherever you go for vacation , please capture
memorable moment of that place and take out coloured print outs or
photographs of it and make beautiful collage of it. Please write down
the student name and venue on it.

● SUPER COOLERS KEEP ME COOL
-

Use your creativity and prepare a cut out/ model of any (two) super
cooler. Please use bold bright colours.
Few examples of super coolers
● Ice creams
● Shakes
● Juices
● Drinks
● Aam panna

● Buttermilk
● Flavoured milk etc.

● WINTER TIME
-

Take a cutout of girl/boy on a cardboard size of 18 inch. Dress him/
her

in winter clothes using wool/ coats wool/ sponge/ velvet etc.

sending a picture for the reference. It should be 2D picture with the
proper stand.

● PICTIONARY
- Make a pictionary of words related to summer, winter and rainy
season in a drawing file. Draw/ paste a big picture on drawing sheet
and label it in a bold print form. Decorate the file creatively with the
name of the student.

sun

● BEST OUT OF WASTE
-

Please make the following pictures using waste material/ tearing and
pasting/ fingerprinting according to your roll numbers.
1 - 10

Rainbow

11 - 20

Clouds, peacock

21 - 30

Raindrops (10 raindrops)

31 - 40

Umbrella

41 - 47

Raincoat, gumboots, puddle.

Please note:
1. Do not confine yourself to the pictures sent in holidays homework. These are
just suggested for your reference. Please explore more pictures from
GOOGLE and show your creativity.
2.

Send all the above created things in a proper bag to the school as and when
asked by the teacher.

3. For your roll numbers, kindly refer to the Snap homework.

